
Call for Partner Municipalities | Application

The Sustainable Housing Initiative (SHI) works to support the development of sustainable housing

options to meet the needs of a diversity of community members. We are a non-profit consultant that

helps build capacity for communities across Canada. This project is proudly funded by the Alberta

Real Estate Foundation.

We are seeking partner municipalities from across Alberta to work together to implement

transformative policy and regulatory changes to help inform the creation of our Guidebook for

Enabling Housing Choice in Alberta. Under these partnerships, the SHI will provide consulting, policy

development, and engagement services at no direct cost to your municipality (however, larger

projects may require contributions from the partner municipality, on a case-by-case scenario). In

return, partner communities will work with the SHI to provide insight on the policy development and

implementation process to inform our research and the eventual creation of our Guidebook for

Enabling Housing Choice in Alberta.

The Enabling Housing Choice project will drive transformational, long-term policy change that will

benefit Alberta’s real estate industry by addressing policy, bylaw and process barriers that realtors,

housing developers, and municipalities often face when trying to improve housing choice in local

communities. It will also help address the lack of capacity in many municipalities while bringing

together key stakeholders to work together to achieve common goals.

For more details on SHI and this project, please visit: page:

http://www.housingredefined.ca/enabling-housing-choice-project

For any questions about the expression of interest or the project in general, please contact:

housingchoice@ruraldevelopment.ca

http://www.housingredefined.ca/enabling-housing-choice-project
http://www.housingredefined.ca/enabling-housing-choice-project
mailto:housingchoice@ruraldevelopment.ca


About your municipality

Please provide the following contact details for us to communicate on next steps

What is the name of your municipality?

Town of Rootbeer

Name, email, and phone number of the primary contact for this application:

Janice Bubbles, janice.bubbles@rootbeer.ca, (780) 765-4321

The name, email, and phone number of your municipality's CAO:

Carol Fizz, coral.fizz@rootbeer.ca, (780) 123-4567

The name(s), email(s), and phone number(s) of other individuals who you want to be
involved in discussions on next steps and the potential project:

Alex Can, alex.can@rootbeer.ca, (780) 987-6543

About your potential project

What are the main challenges and barriers your municipality faces regarding housing?
(100-250 Words)

There is an overall housing crisis in Canada and the Town of Rootbeer has not been without

its own problems. Housing affordability has been consistently diminished leading to a housing

shortage in our municipality. Many residents, especially young residents cannot afford to seek

homeownership anymore; however, rental accommodations are also deemed unaffordable.

We are seeing a lot of the youth leave the town for school and not return, as it used to be in

the past. As well, because of the lack of rent housing in our municipality, there has been an
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inflated rate of rental pricing. Because of the lack of housing, there is not as much commercial

and retail as we would like in our municipality leaving some areas lacking entertainment and

necessities. Overall, our municipality has a shortage of housing and rental units and are

looking to work with the council on ways to increase housing stock. However, one major

barrier we are facing is capacity to really dig into this more meaningfully.

Please select your municipality's level of ability for each of the following criteria. Ability
relates to both your willingness and comfort in supporting the SHI in doing the following
items:

1. Making innovative and transformative changes to your municipality's policies,

regulations, or processes

Not able to commit

Able to commit, with some potential barriers

Able to commit

2. Engaging with a diversity of groups to ensure equitable project outcomes

Not able to commit

Able to commit, with some potential barriers

Able to commit

3. Providing staff time and resources to support the success of your potential project

Not able to commit

Able to commit, with some potential barriers

Able to commit

4. Informing Council of the goals of this project and providing them with updates throughout

the project to ensure successful implementation

Not able to commit

Able to commit, with some potential barriers

Able to commit



5. Participating in cross-municipality discussions with other project partners to share your

experience and insights throughout the project

Not able to commit

Able to commit, with some potential barriers

Able to commit

What specific discussions have occurred between your municipality's administration and
council regarding these challenges? Have any potential solutions been discussed? If
there have not been any discussions, detail why this is the case. (100 - 250 Words)

While we have spoken to the council about our housing shortage, there has not been any

specific solutions we have discussed yet. All our efforts have been focused on creating our

new Municipal Development Plan. Since we have come to the end of the creation process, we

are now highlighting the major problems that our municipality has and wants to address.

Understanding our new strategic goals, we have come to the realization that the housing

shortage is the main obstacle. Although there has not been any potential solutions discussed,

we have the support of our council to put our efforts into solving our housing problem. We

would like aid on implementing a project to reflect our new Municipal Development Plan and

ease our housing crisis.

How does enabling housing diversity align with your municipality's strategic goals? (100
- 250 Words)

From our Municipal Development Plan we aspire to create a vibrant downtown, livable

neighbourhoods, efficient use of infrastructure, and a strong economy. Our strategic goals are

interconnected, all to create a sustainable and vibrant municipality. We believe that enabling

housing diversity aligns with our strategic goals directly and indirectly. To us, aspiring to

encourage housing diversity means aiming to create housing for everyone’s diverse

backgrounds and needs. This means prioritizing housing that is not just single detached

housing. By doing so, enabling housing diversity would promote an efficient use of

infrastructure because higher densities efficiently use the services and amenities since there

less services and amenities are needed per area of land. Housing diversity in the downtown



areas would also cluster people together creating communities full of spirit. When people are

clustered together, so are amenities and services, thus promoting walkability and encouraging

people to enjoy the streets of downtown. With more housing diversity, we can attract more

skilled workers because of the variety of housing options they can choose from which will

strengthen our economy. Finally, a neighbourhood with housing diversity is what creates a

livable community where all residents can find a home that suits their needs and desires.

Enabling housing choice will support our municipal goals in a variety of ways and we look

forward to supporting housing diversity.

Are there any potential partners within your municipality who could help support your
potential project? (i.e. business groups, community leaders, representative groups) If so,
please detail these groups, and how your municipality has worked with them in the past.
(Optional)

We have a downtown business association that may be interested in working with us on this,
perhaps on a working group/advisory level.

Does your municipality have partnerships with local Indigenous Nations or groups? If so,
please detail these relationships. If not, detail why this may be the case. (100 - 250
Words)

While the Town of Rootbeer respects our local Indigenous Nations and groups, we have not

collaborated with them significantly. With developments preceding near their lands, we have

consulted with them to build an amicable relationship, however, unfortunately that is the mere

extent of our interactions. The limit of our relationships with local Indigenous communities is

because of the lack of knowledge we have on the matter. While we consult the Indigenous

nations with development near their lands, we do not see what other instances where we can

or should be interacting with them. Although there is a lack of relationship building between

the Town of Rootbeer and the local Indigenous communities, we are open to fostering the

relationships proceeding with the help of the Enabling Housing Choice project. We understand

the importance of these relationships and hope to progress in our municipal relationships.



We expect municipal staff to be actively involved in co-creating potential solutions for
this project. Please detail your municipality's capacity to provide staff resources to
support this project and which staff would be directly involved in this project. (100 - 250
Words)

The Town of Rootbeer is a smaller municipality and we do have some capacity obstacles;

however, we are fully committed to providing the staff we can to directly be involved in this

project. We have dedicated one in house planner and a development officer that would be

able to support the work needed to actively work with the Enabling Housing Choice Project.

Although two staff members may not seem much, our team is small and we believe that is a

huge dedication in terms of our capacity. Additionally, our house planner and development

officer have more than five years of experience and will be able to insightfully provide the

support needed to create potential solutions for this project. They will be dedicating half of

their time to being directly involved in all aspects and processes of the project.

Community engagement is a major component of this project. We hope to gain insights
from a wide array of community members, to help inform your municipality's specific
project, as well as the Enabling Housing Choice project as a whole. Please detail your
level of comfort in supporting broad community engagement in your community, and any
effective engagement methods your municipality has used. (100 - 250 Words)

We believe that community engagement is essential in proceeding with any project or

development and we are very comfortable with supporting broad community engagement in

our communities. Community engagement is important to our municipality as the

neighbourhoods and developments we build are for the communities; it only makes sense to

have their inputs and plan accordingly. Engaging the community can be a difficult task and we

found the main problem to a lack of engagement is accessibility. Having an open house at a

certain time of the day can make it difficult for different people to attend. For example, having

an open house at 4:00pm may make it difficult for single parents who need to find childcare,

or evening workers who cannot afford to miss their shift. The problems we have experienced

with conducting an open house have also revolved around transportation. Bearing these

accessibility issues in mind, we instead brought the engagement to the community. To



alleviate some accessibility obstacles we set up booths in high traffic areas like cafes, grocery

stores, and recreation centers. We set these booths at different times throughout the day and

gain significant engagement. Residents were able to be notified about the projects and

developments that were happening in their communities and share their thoughts and

opinions on the matters. Again, community engagement is important to the Town of Rootbeer

and we put much of our efforts into adapting to the ways residents need to be engaged. We

are confident in supporting the broad community engagement that is needed for the Enabling

Housing Choice Project and are open to communicating in a way that is best fit.

Please detail what the ideal outcome of this project would be for your municipality? (100 -
250 Words)

We believe that a successful outcome to this project would be to create a more sustainable

and inclusive community. If our municipality can enable policy to support housing choice, it will

help with the overarching housing shortage the Town of Rootbeer is experiencing. We would

like to see coherent policy changes that help with the housing crisis but also align with our

municipal goals. Although we do not know the specifics to the outcome we desire at the

moment, we do know a successful outcome would include the Town of Rootbeer working

together with the Sustainable Housing Initiative to partake in change for the community.

What role do you expect SHI to play in this project? How can we best support your
municipality to enable more housing choice? (100 - 250 Words)

Because of our capacity obstacles, we hope that the Sustainable Housing Initiative will help

us fill in the gaps that we cannot. Having other planners to give us different perspectives and

knowledge would help us look at our municipality in a more holistic way. We hope that the

Sustainable Housing Initiative will be able to partake in the change we want to make within

our policy and regulations so that housing choice would be easier to implement in our

municipality. If they can provide us advice and knowledge, support us capacity wise, and give

us the overall partnership we need, we believe we can succeed in enabling more housing

choice.



Preliminary Research & Potential Projects

The project team has already completed preliminary research for the project. We recommend

you review the preliminary research below, to understand the work done so far by the project

team, as well as our findings. When reviewing the preliminary research, potential ideas may

come to mind for your specific municipality.

Have you reviewed the preliminary research?

Yes

No

Other

I have read the Housing and Economy report and the Executive Summary

Were there any elements from the preliminary research that were interesting to you?
(Optional)

We reviewed the Housing & Economy and Housing & Capacity reports as those were the

topics we were most interested in for our municipality. Reading the reports highlighted how

important intersectionality is because a lot of problems and solutions are very interconnected.

Our council was very interested in the idea of revitalizing our main streets to help attract

businesses. Housing, business, and attracting new residents elaborated in the Economy

report shows how interconnected to other aspects of a community is. It is amazing how there

are so many different solutions that can support solving housing issues even if they seem to

indirectly affect it. As a smaller municipality, it was also interesting to see how the City of

Beaumont combatted their capacity obstacles by enhancing their efficiencies. It was a very

innovative way to go about things while using what they currently have.

We do not expect you to have a specific project identified. However, please let us know
here if you have any specific project ideas in mind, and provide as many details as
possible!



We are thinking we could partner on improving our Main Streets through a revitalization

project, looking at increasing housing and densifying our downtown core area. I think there is

also an appetite for looking at our zoning policies, and your team could maybe advise us on

some directions to go with that.

Document Submissions
[Attach] Letter of Support from CAO


